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• break.  

They wanted the new Constitution to guarantee bald people top state posts.  



This includes naming people  

• was paid to each of their houses, including that of the bald-headed Ramazan's 
second wife, and my ceremonious  

• in his late 40s with a foxy face, racetrack clothes and a bald head encircled with 
grizzled tufts of orange hair, like  

• baseball cap there will be a generation of people with bald shaped heads from 
constantly wearing the caps;  

their  

• whose only encounter with a bat was Mildred).  

If that bald eagle can look that good, so can I," Mr Yallop (sporting  

• dreary and frumpy.  

She says he's short and bald.  

And thus the fierce war of words between newspaper  

• never have started".  

The war between `short and bald" Gibson and `overweight, dreary, frumpy" mcfeast 
started  

• said.  

And she asked me how I felt to be short and bald, which of course I am."  

In his next column, Gibson  

• those with more tubular figures.  

PEOPLE THE bald-faced fact is that it is suddenly hip to be bald in  

• THE bald-faced fact is that it is suddenly hip to be bald in Hollywood.  

Just take a look at follically  

• dead wearing a rug NYPD Blue star Dennis Franz is another bald hero. Frasier star 
Kelsey Grammer is yet another whose  

• is yet another whose hit TV show is helping to make being bald `in" again.  

It was no coincidence that tennis ace  

• passe.  

Not since screen great Yul Brynner has bald been both sexy and macho. Eric Pagdin, 
an `artistic  

• adopted a shorn look and is happily showing off a tanned, bald pate.  

Former Batman star Michael Keaton also has  



• Burt Reynolds should be first!  

Reynolds started going bald back in the Sixties and there was no hiding his receding  

• the swamps, attacked by woodpeckers and nested upon by bald eagles.  

Here visit 300 species of birds from ducks  

• to bean uncertain quantity on courts made slippery and bald by an unusually 
sustained period of hot weather,  

• of four imposing climbs.  

No-one could stay with the bald Italian, the best mountain rider in the Tour, as he kept  

• The biggest cost to the State, however, was not the bald cost of ensuring that 
everyone who is on the roll should  

• not wishing to scaremonger or wag my finger.  

But the bald fact, I'm afraid, is that the majority of those women  

• sported natty new mohawk cuts prior to going completely bald before the start of 
today's Pan Pacs in Atlanta,  

• Next Generation.  

The captain of this Enterprise is bald, unprepossessing Patrick Stewart, aka Captain 
Jean-Luc  

• texture.  

If you had a completely smooth surface and bald tyres, an extreme condition, you 
could aquaplane quite  

• after her abusive first marriage to Ike Turner.  

IN A bald attempt to get his slugg ish acting career off the  

• his home without medication.  

He is 167cm tall and bald.  

GOOD MAIL YOU might have seen the face and  

• Medal winner Greg Williams have made way for the return bald wingman Mil Hanna 
and curly-haired Fraser Brown.  

• paranoid PM PAUL Keating should stop worrying about his bald spot and start 
worrying about his paranoia.  

The  

• lotion Regaine very droll), helped a small percentage of bald men.  

A single-hair-at-a-time transplant could cost  

• arena of parliamentary petulance, could photographing of bald spots be the reason 
for Wayne Goss's reluctance to have  



• claim," Mr Black had said.  

FROM THE GALLERY Bald eagle Keating gets claws into Bugs Bunny By RUTH 
LAMPERD  

• situation yesterday by shifting the spotlight off his bald spot and on to Opposition 
Leader John Howard's lisp and  

• which allows standing members to wear hats, to cover his bald patch.  

Perhaps the Prime Minister might like to  

• stake the claim that, weight for age, I have the biggest bald patch in the Parliament 
and I'm totally relaxed about  

• in moves to stop photographers taking snaps of his bald spot.  

He said a letter from the sergeant at-arms to  

• t want to be photographed from behind because he has a bald spot that rushes into 
the House to claim gross  

• year-old with trainer Charlie Whittingham the legendary Bald Eagle of American 
racing.  

knows just how to turn the  

• scanners and 21st-century zapp ers where youngsters made bald by chemotherapy 
shake Khan's hand and promise they will  

• unofficial addendum from a parliamentary wit, who says bald and balding ministers 
must now be referred to as being  

• brains trust to be able to work out that Wang is making a bald thematic statement 
here, but the effect of the scene on  

• of any kind is so everyone can go oh, look at him, he's bald,' and look at her it's a 
comparison of physical  

• wearing fair dinkum Aussie gear.  

He could cover the bald spot with an Indonesian `po" hat, like his new mate  

• nothing like as easy to admit that'the uneven and totally bald lawn with the various 
pans of a long-abandoned motorbike  

• Cove we also hope to see harbour seals, Dall's porpoises, bald eagles, and exciting 
variety of seabirds and, if we are  

• abuses that may be tempered only by the threat of going bald! Strong chemical dyes, 
perms, bleaches and straightening  

• product. And don't forget the backs of the hands, ears, bald patches, neck, shoulders 
and face, as they get more  

• winter use, says HAZEL EVANS. Plus an easy solution for bald lawns, and helpful 
hits on bringing plants back from a  

• joke? by Jon Wilde acorn, almond, arm, baby maker, bald-headed hermit, bazooka, 
beef, beef bayonet, big bird,  

• attached to his bottom lip, is otherwise pretty much bald and should probably have 
starred in Lost In Space  

As  

• Command done  
• N:Positive response  



• Feltz appeared on This Morning recently to talk about the bald patch as an erogenous 
zone, she had the normally well-  

• a bunch of large noisy offspring. Last year seven coot-bald hustlers came to sleek 
midnight-black maturity at the  

• or beauty or anything, really. The best bit is when Bald bloke lets rip with a throat-
rupturing scream at the  

• CLEVELAND GUY, 6ft, bearded, Care Bear type, going bald, 43, seeks active guys, 
similar age group, for fun and  

• started  

Your partner tries to get a good view of his bald spot in the mirror. You watch him 
frown and rearrange  

• the hair around it Tell me the truth he says. Am I going bald Do you say Yes Or Not 
really or Bald men are sexy or  

• he says. Am I going bald Do you say Yes Or Not really or Bald men are sexy or 
maybe You look better bald than you did  

• Not really or Bald men are sexy or maybe You look better bald than you did with hair  

Along with most women who  

• feminine fashion permutation (I thought Sinead O'Connor's bald head was sort of 
sexy), I simply do not like renegade  

• in music is to f with people admits Peter Stahl, the bald vocalist whose gentle drawl 
belies the ferocious howl he  

• couples Downstairs the filthy kitchen was staffed by bald, grizzled men, convicts 
really, mute, bestial with grief  

• Only the breast and the thighs were still rather bald.  

System altered From the ninth week  

• Photo? ALA. Box 28766  

NORTH DEVON, tall, hairy guy, bald on top, late 50s, seeks similar who is dominant, 
sense  

• has a special role for Lord Skye:  

Tall, slender, bald-headed, awkward, and stammering with his elaborate  

• clippers, and by the time she had finished she was nearly bald, although the back of 
her head had the patchy, uneven  

• in place.  

NATURAL hair is no longer a dirty word. Bald, Afro and plaits decorate the heads of 
the trendiest  

• bass, and some plangent genre-hopping.  

The League Of Bald-Headed Men' and a seemingly intimate `Everything Hurts'  

• for Beatty's insecure, equally psychotic love-slave. Bald and squat for the role, he still 
looked, triumphantly,  

• When it happens, it happens fast and off camera. A bald, middle-aged man, drinking 
from a bottle in a brown  



• in the glare of movie lights, a young black grabs the bald man's bottle and smashes it 
over his head. The youths  

• a while, when it starts to look a bit distressed with bald patches at the elbows, it 
becomes like an old friend  

• s like `I am here, I will talk to you. Listen to me  

Bald and bass-voiced, it's hard to ignore him. Invisible  

• came in to his usual theme tune of Bob Marley's `Crazy Bald-head'.  

Bruno received most of the applause from the  

• on each foot a bit like a pigeon so even if you have a bald ugly one you can't swap it 
for someone else's.  

• At the side yes. And erm it's like like bald at the top and then it's got this long curly 
hair.  

• with a child of thirteen or fourteen gone bald all her hair fell off her  
• it's the same person who said Ask Tina Turner about being bald which I've never f 

never forgotten that Nah.  
• s translate those that that that number into bald human statistics. We all pay income 

tax who are in work.  
• eventually a wig as well. Oh yes yes you see he was quite bald but you know had an 

a fringe of hair round the back of  
• kind of it's it's the wrestling thing again. Bald head black trunks. Villain Mm And that's 

it.  
• So But you see it's so short you can't see his bald bits Oh yeah. That's er true 

actually. It blends  
• Oh yeah. That's er true actually. It blends in the bald bits That's quite good. Listen are 

you read Erm I'm just  
• to go up to the microphone and give it the slap of the bald bit.  
• > Oh that's a bit erm  
• you have no hair you f Sometimes felt like I was going bald Oh I don't even look that 

bad but you know  
• the problem you feel it Yeah I feel I'm a bit bald. Feel I'm a bit bald and I was  
• it Yeah I feel I'm a bit bald. Feel I'm a bit bald and I was And was the doctor  
• of the flowers and meet the abundant wildlife such as Bald Eagles, Ospreys, and 

Great Blue Herons. picture  
• Eagles  

Bold symbol of strength and glory, the mighty bald eagle graces the back yoke and 
front pocket of our khaki  

• 275 species of resident and migratory birds. The American Bald Eagles, our special 
winter visitors, have recently  

• Island, know for having the highest density of nesting bald eagles in the world. And 
we glide through the waters off  

• It is also noted as having the highest density of nesting bald eagles in the world. This 
part of Alaska offers infinite  

• save natural habitats. And success stories -- such as the bald eagle population's 
comeback in recent years -- give all  

• and price Hold those keys talon-tight  

A bald eagle spreads its wings gracefully across this handsome  

• over 25 years ago in our successful battle to rescue the Bald Eagle and the Osprey 
from the ravages of DDT.  



We've  

• and once, by snowmobile, in the winter. We saw bison, bald eagles, coyotes, moose, 
and other wildlife that I never  

• salmon being returning from the ocean to Skagit River, bald eagles come to the park 
to feed.  

Ross Lake Resort  

• to spring together.  

In your nightmares, are you ever bald?  

Frieda: No, I've never had that nightmare,  

• I have him pictured as kind of roly-poly.  

Simon: Bald? Curly blond hair?  

Kramer: Not necessarily bald.  

• Command done  
• N:Positive response  
• Bald? Curly blond hair?  

Kramer: Not necessarily bald. Just kind of big in the waistline.  

Simon: Why do  

• s Bay, a rusting memorial.  

Man: You can see a couple bald eagles sitting up on the stem of the bow.  

Adams:  

• by us. Nearly every time I come out here there's bald eagles sitting up there.  

Bells heard)  

Adams:  

• lowered the book until she could see him. He was tiny, bald and old. He was so old 
that things had started growing  

• banging together. His black skin was goose-flesh and his bald head had rivulets of 
rain streaming from it. The canvas  

• gifted sleek athletes. Charles Barkley is a short bald overweight black guy who does 
amazing things on the  

• shiny with sweat, there were beads of sweat all over the bald crown of his head, and 
his eyes, behind the crooked  

• was making no demands for sympathy. He had nodded his bald head at intervals 
while Alistair had talked. He had  

• and his sort of spectacles - it was simple. I've got his bald head, you see. Older than 
him, of course, but he looked  

• it meant trouble, but never thought … `  



His bald head was beaded with sweat. He pulled a handkerchief out  

• this was so, that he had done no more than bark a few bald facts at her.  

Well, it began," he said, `with my  

• on Paul's face deepened and gave him with his high, bald forehead, a wizened old-
man look as he smiled lop-  

• How's it going, Matt?"  

The corpulent man with the bald head and the cast in one eye, who had been 
subjected to  

• at the six men, two dark, two fair, one black, and one bald. She spoke softly, but with 
strength in her voice. `In  

• for two more years." She gazed at the shiny head of the bald man for a moment. `I'm 
aware of the possible losses, and  

• job, Ed. I won't forget."  

He rose from a chair, his bald head shining in the afternoon light. Large, downward-  

• long grey hairs, standing straight up on the top of his bald head. His eyes were bright, 
though, and swept over  

• Grey hair ringed the back of his head. The top was bald and shiny. He pumped 
Brian's hand and led him to chairs  

• and handed it to the Russian private. Red-faced short, bald and middle-aged with 
huge pointed ears, he looked weary,  

• can. In the kidneys."  

I'll do as you say." The man's bald head was beaded with sweat, and The Eagle could 
smell  

• sat very straight. He had a moustache, and he was going bald. He was about forty, 
Pendergood knew, although he looked  

• again. Sit down, sit down."  

Tempesta was a stocky, bald man who wore his not very good government issue suit  

• see who had won. A podgy lieutenant, already prematurely bald, his face beaming 
like a beacon, scraped the money  

• you as soon as you meet. If you were five feet tall and bald, with bad teeth and a 
gorblimey accent, you'd have  

• of my own views. Baird was a plump, cheerful man, bald-headed, but with thick tufts 
of hair sprouting from his  

• couldn't recall ever having seen him smile. He was a dour bald Englishman who had 
distinguished himself with the SAS in  

• from right to left in a vain attempt to cover a growing bald spot. You just passing 
through?" Desmond said.  

Not  

• horse chalk figure of the goddess Epona/Rhiannon and the bald hillock where St 
George slew the dragon.  

This,  



• that red-haired people are hot tempered and that bald men are sexy, but I have 
noticed over the years that  

• empty shop. The newcomer was small, fat and completely bald, and he sported a big 
black moustache. He excitedly  

• vendor was Karnes's other assistant--the small, fat, bald one with the big moustache 
who had come into the empty  

• undercover stakeout ! In disguise ! Bob wondered if the bald man had been watching 
here that first day while Carl and  

• Hubert had been watching this morning while Carl and the bald man were talking to 
Karnes in Rocky Beach. The whole  

• across the road right past the ice cream van--the bald henchman of Major Karnes had 
never seen any of the boys--  

• Vina Street. Very well, Records. Karnes, Hubert, and the bald man are here in the 
store doing nothing at all yet. Tell  

• to his hiding place in the overgrown rear yard. The bald man was checking the tape 
recorder, putting on a tape,  

• as if he were cold and exchanged a few words with the bald man, who reluctantly 
turned off the air conditioner and  

• off the air conditioner and opened the window. While the bald man was seating the 
captain at the desk, Jeremy came to  

• and went back to the table and the tape recorder. The bald henchman didn't seem to 
have noticed him. Mr. Santos,"  

• Major Karnes and his gang. Hubert, Carl, and Santos, the bald guy." Startled, Mr. 
Evans looked quickly towards his  

• man with narrow shoulders but a big belly, he was going bald rather badly, so that he 
seemed made from perched  

• and straining my back all for the benefit of some bald two-legged thing that smells of 
meat and piss? All I get  

• sat a being that Dallandra recognized. Hunch-backed and bald, he clutched a long 
staff, wound with ribands, that lay  

• of the first ratty-looking trees, stunted and half-bald as well, but some sort of cover. 
They froze, straining  

• librarian. He was a cheery, middle-aged man, starting to bald. When Chiku explained 
that they were looking for a news  

• but dislike alkaline ones. T. distichum. Swamp cypress, bald cypress. Pyramidal 
habit, wide-spreading or ascending  

• my wife's bottom The manager ran his own hand across his bald scalp and said, 
`You're right. It does A Balkan peasant  

• the large dental chair, able only to glimpse her father's bald head protruding above it, 
ruddy and flushed, his legs  

• Command done  
• N:Positive response  
• as though he would burst at the seams. The top of his bald head was flat and square-

edged, the neck thick, waist  
• into a semblance of a smile. Sudden Stop was huge and bald and wondrous strong; 

he could handle weapons with one  
• from around lips and eyes and make a turban for his bald head. There was nothing 

he could do about the tattoos.  
• Arakny's question in a rapid mutter. `One of them was bald, with a beard and a 

hammer. It was the hammer did this  
• was far, far worse than she imagined. Her scalp was still bald from the first operation. 

Her teeth were discoloured  
• in the cross there was an official-looking building in a bald yard, obviously the school. 

The chapel stood in the  
• this last piece, and I am very sorry that it is so bald and inadequate: I have made her 

sound a prig. Nothing on  



• mile hop south. Hills of clinker, emerald valleys, bald uplands, quivering lakes and 
reservoirs, crystalline  

• on top of his khurta and a scarf wrapped over his bald head and under his chin. He 
leant forward on a stick  

• hair out of his scalp; it was all he did and he wasn't bald yet. Across the canal, I 
strolled between the basket-  

• sand grew as the heads of fresh devotees were shaved. A bald boy followed at my 
heels, muttering `Paise" every few  

• I called after them apologetically. Paise," said the bald boy under his breath. `Paise.' 
My great-great-  

• my shadow, and `Paise" slipped out of the corner of the bald boy's mouth. 30 
JUGGERNAUT Antarvedi SUDDENLY I  

• 30 JUGGERNAUT Antarvedi SUDDENLY I was aware that the bald boy had 
evaporated. I was able to run the gauntlet of  

• combed back carefully over his head to best conceal the bald spot. She continued to 
stare at him as the two men spoke  

• good address in Livermore Gate, W8. His round figure and bald pate appealed to the 
cartoonists; his whiny voice made  

• Mel's desk.  

Give up? Khrushchev!"  

With his bald head there was perhaps a mild resemblance, she conceded  

• Ned Lockwood was handsomer than ever, but balding - no, bald. What remained of 
his hair he kept clipped short,  

• salute, cupping his huge hand against his forehead. His bald pate was tanned the 
color of saddle leather.  

He'll  

• She never lies to us about the important stuff."  

A bald head poked through the doorway.  

Ned!" exclaimed Mary  

• an all-day or late-afternoon ride to a high meadow called Bald Eagle Park, 
culminating in a chuck-wagon supper of  

• acre refuge, which includes the largest stand of virgin bald cypress trees remaining in 
North America. A boardwalk  

• of otters crisscross the river in front of you, or a bald eagle soar overhead?  

The 2-day, overnight trip  

• from the marina, you're virtually guaranteed to see bald eagles nesting on an island. 
Campgrounds and the Lake  

• spring. The island bird list numbers over 200 species. Bald eagles are sometimes 
seen here.  

The adventure begins  

• an enigmatic smile. A short, fat, brown proprietor with a bald head and a gray goatee 
called to them from behind the  

• black and slicked flat to the crown of a large, partly bald skull. He was violently 
agitated and seemed not to know  



• Tore up my license, the floppy-eared bastard, lied bald-faced, and brown-nosed the 
judge - " Then Snoot stopped  

• sudden image of his younger sisters' bodies, the shocking bald V, deeply split, under 
the slope of their bellies. They  

• the tape down partly on your hair, if you don't want a bald patch, okay? You'll have to 
be careful taking it off. It'  

• playful pretense to nuttiness. It seemed a statement of bald fact: She had been crazy. 
She had been mad. And we were  

• She took a swallow and then looked up, smiling. `A bald-faced lie. I do know very well 
when I've had so much to  

• the magnifying glass over Jonathon Grady's face. He was bald on top with a fringe of 
hair on the sides of his head;  

• him. And the top of Mr. Trancas's head was completely bald. Oh, no," Lenny 
breathed. He stared, openmouthed,  

• who knows how many other names walked in, scratching his bald head, yawning, his 
pipe in hand. He went to an ashtray  

• something." He leaned closer to her in the seat. `He's bald. Mr. Trancas is completely 
bald on the top of his head.  

• to her in the seat. `He's bald. Mr. Trancas is completely bald on the top of his head. 
And he smokes a pipe." He said  

• to what?" The article in my scrapbook. Mr. Grady was bald on top. And he smoked a 
pipe too. It's sticking out of  

• of his shirt pocket in the picture." Do you know how many bald men in the United 
States smoke pipes? What's wrong with  

• of shock and pain. His toupee dropped off, revealing his bald head, shiny with sweat, 
and it landed on Lenny's face,  

• to bed and love him. She wouldn't be a two-hundred-pound bald whale." You're not a 
whale I look like one. I look in  

• expression is concerned and that Catherine's rather `bald" formulation is not 
essentially different from those we  

• the Army chief after the war--was easy to underestimate. Bald, laconic, 
unprepossessing, he rarely raised his voice.  

• battalions of Major General Paul Funk's 3rd Armored. A bald, large-framed native of 
Roundup, Montana, possessor of a  

• burning dress. Everyone applauded while the teacher, a bald-eagle type named Mr. 
Sandstone, stood there pale and  

• His hands were huge, his head was large and perfectly bald, and he had an engaging 
gap-toothed grin. Though Tomatis  

• of his antecedents. With a hat too small for his bald head and thick glasses 
magnifying the bewildered  

• To counter this strategy, Social Justice descended to bald accusations that Wall 
Street (often in the person of  

• Command done  
• N:Positive response  
• a `carpetbagging, scalawagging, integrating, race-mixing, bald-faced liar" seldom 

failed to draw a standing ovation. To  
• vacationed at home, bought bootlegged tires when their bald ones blew, and traveled 

by rail only on what government  
• account. In no other spot does life wear so intensely bald and materialistic an aspect 

as in Ludlow Street. Over  
• a stocky little man of fifty, fair-skinned, blue-eyed, bald in front and wearing earrings. 

On a chair beside him was  
• forever bowed on the pillow. His yellow waxen brow with bald patches over his 

sunken temples was thrust up in the way  
• her thin hip and the other rattling the newspaper at his bald head. `Here this fellow 

that calls himself The Misfit is  



• him a push down into the vacant one. Claud was florid and bald and sturdy, 
somewhat shorter than Mrs. Turpin, but he  

• businessman who knows himself indispensable, sat on the bald veld beside the path 
that led from the Compound, his  

• chair and watched them drive away, her father quiet and bald, hunched around so 
that he could back the car out, her  

• hand, and nobody else gets hurt, I mean, your nice old bald-headed daddy and your 
mummy and your sister in her high  

• Language is therefore futile. Ionesco's The Bald Soprano 1948) accordingly pokes 
fun at polite social  

• Builder, or Peer Gynt by Henrik Ibsen The Bald Soprano or The Chairs by Euge´ne  
• the sky with their hooves. Or a bear, an eagle with a bald head and long brown wings 

to carry me a saying to mess  
• evidence bag. The Medical Examiner, a bespectacled, bald man carrying his little 

black bag, appeared in the  
• but not yet convinced. He was for all practical purposes bald, with just a ring of white, 

wispy hair circling his  
• Dr Sam Galbraith (Strathkelvin and Bearsden, Labour's bald brain-surgeon who once 

remarked of his famously dotty  
• of the Association of British Travel Agents said that the bald statistics may be 

distorted by the fact that brochures  
• litre motor now develops 250bhp and that translated into bald figures, equals a 0-60 

time of six point something  
• activity in the way that cooking is. A food book, even a bald compilation of recipes, is 

in some sense an end in  
• that sparkled in the firelight. They were talking to a bald pink-faced man and his short 

and dumpy wife, and they  
• Moira Anderson and Andy Stewart conceded Hogmanay to a bald, fat Australian with 

a dry wit and an eye for a pretty  
• curled the ball in low behind Prunier. The gaunt, bald, 28-year-old Frenchman 

seemed not to anticipate that  
• heard of.  

It was the opportunity to see just how bald Blair has become.  

Since being elected Labour  

• at between £ 2,000 and £ 3,000.  

The Bald Eagle soars again;Jim Smith;Interview;Football  

• in futures before the markets went through the floor. The Bald Eagle, as the doyen of 
League managers is fondly known,  

• the salmon spawning, a big feed time for both bears and bald eagles. From £ 860 for 
a week, excluding flights (  

• issue, as against 32 per cent who felt otherwise.  

In bald numerical terms Congress and the President have drawn  

• Best results seem to come from starting as soon as the bald patch appears. Regaine 
costs about £ 25 for a  

• the ageing process in man who arranges hairs across his bald patch to pretend this is 
not happening to him.  

As  



• tennis champion cut a pathetic figure here yesterday. Bald, draped in seemingly 
oversized garments and sporting a  

• told me it was a sound machine even though it had four bald tyres that escaped my 
notice at the time. After that I  

• mouths. The dogs circling just beyond the fires, the bald fences enclosing vacant 
guest pools, the last of the  

• sideways. Planted on its own, it almost always becomes bald at the centre in two to 
three years.  

Readers  

• or having a new hairpiece fitted. `I have actually seen bald pates put on top of 
toupees to create bald actors," said  

• actually seen bald pates put on top of toupees to create bald actors," said Stephanie 
Beacham. After facelifts,  

• of 43 trips annually to the United States alone. His bald spot is spreading and he was 
complaining in midweek that  

• in Sur, the legendary port of Sinbad the sailor, where bald mountains form a backdrop 
to beaches populated only by  

• hedgehog is feeling the cold more than most. He is partly bald. Animal welfare 
workers have given him a woolly coat  

• to be read under a hairdrier; but its development is so bald and the colours so glossy 
that magazine fiction is the  

• same witty stage repartee. But his black clothes and big bald dome do give him a 
certain other-worldly charm.  

• known to Interpol as Morry the Head because he is bald, stole jewels worth millions of 
pounds during his  

• Even though the economy is growing, Mr Davies added, `the bald figures would 
suggest that investment growth has been  

• the Nissan get a bit grubby this weekend. Never mind the bald bits, here's the Middle-
Aged Sex Pistols  

THE SEX  

• more than men at the hairdresser. I said, why shouldn't bald-headed men like me get 
a discount, the sort of thing  

• into the site: it is possible to download an image of a bald Hillary looking like an alien 
from Star Trek add a style  

• The odd statistic can add verisimilitude to an otherwise bald and unconvincing 
narrative. More does not always mean  

• Petunia who made Barbara Windsor look flat-chested, and a bald eunuch with a very 
high voice. Need I go on  

Every  

• they reach 50 half the male population will be noticeably bald.  

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Within ten years drugs which will  

• Command done  
• N:Positive response  
• on the market.  

Until then it's better to be boldly bald than to risk wearing a toupee and perhaps 
watch it come  



• Gertz. Ms Gertz is not interested in someone bloated and bald from chemotherapy, 
however nice, so Ms Long, a  

• Health treatment for the complaint. It's called Going Bald.  

Lives of young men are being ruined by baldness,"  

• Dr Rushton, who runs a London clinic treating bald men, says: `We can stop hair 
loss, but treatment is only  

• woman is the Duchess of York and the financial adviser is bald Texan millionaire 
Johnny Bryan.  

The couple were  

• man in the pictures, you were rubbing sun cream into his bald head and he was 
kissing your toes  

Edward - that's  

• per cent more cars than the 1,289 we sold last August Bald truth about losing your 
hair  

BALDIES are being  

• with healthy locks and ask women if they really do find bald men sexy.  

Balding Dr Michael Norris, 35, said: `We  

• days than in the whole of their course Toupee for bald peak;Table Mountain  

EXPERTS came to the rescue  

• so far but we will call for further cuts if necessary Bald peak gets grass toupee  

EXPERTS have come to the  

• mercilessly mocked a fellow dinner guest over the man's bald head.  

When his long-suffering victim asked: `Can we  

• taking the mickey out of this poor man just because he is bald. Botham plucked a hair 
out of his own head and said  

• lift the curse.  

I hesitated to point out that I was bald until about the age of seven.  

Naturally, I resisted  

• said: `I would still not pay to watch them each week Bald Eagle predicts a high-flying 
year ahead;Football  

• Giles Smith  

Portsmouth 3, Swindon 1  

BALD EAGLE was crowing after this superb demolition job on  



• the hospital and I remembered my grandad because of his bald head. But I'd 
forgotten everyone else.  

Shortly  

• one more operation in January to cover up the remaining bald patches on her head. 
The worst scars - on her legs -  

• stricken comedy actor Paul Eddington faced the world bald yesterday and declared: `I 
am not going to die yet  

• me.  

I had radiotherapy treatment and started going bald, so I thought why not get rid of all 
my hair.  

I  

• who offers a touch of extravagance. Worried about going bald, he spent £ 25,000 on 
a hair transplant last year.  

• However, her support for Johnnie Bryan, that quite awful bald American in the matter 
of his recent court troubles has  

• one of the more common reasons.  

I was 19 and going bald. I thought it compensated and gave my face some  

• HE got engaged in 1959 - when he was already going bald.  

HE once had breakfast with the Queen at 1.30am. `  

• rare nights out.  

If I stand up near anyone large and bald, I say he's my husband," she says. `I don't 
care."  

• immediately taken out of service.  

Faults included bald tyres, poor brakes, indicators and brakes lights that  

• to Mandy Crerar after she insisted that the tall, bald corpse of a man in his seventies 
was not her late  

• once a month to act like men do every day  

It's not a bald spot, it's a solar panel for a sex machine."  

Where  

• THIS week's new man is Jason Bradbury, the bald presenter of ITV's Delicious. He 
insists women take a  

• as I have discovered recently, women actually find bald men more `chic" than `shriek  

Which is not to say I  

• if I allowed it to grow, doesn't seem to matter.  

Bald is in and I'm now considered sexy because of my failed  



• and Telly Savalas, have had on women.  

Sean Connery, bald patch and all, is consistently voted Sexiest Man in the  

• Richard Fairbrass has sung about being too sexy!  

Yes, bald is best.  

It's bold, it's sassy and, most  

• easy to style in the morning.  

So a few words to my bald brethren, please: Shine on and be proud  

Back  

• brush it back at the sides and accept that he is going bald and be proud of it  

Naturally Boden reckons he could  

• s latest triumph is made all the more overwhelming by the bald fact that he made two 
pit stops to Coulthard's one.  

• recently endured laser treatment in a bid to shrink his bald spot which a piece of 
elastic helps pull closer  

• to work at the time  

And why? Well for one thing, bald heads make men look older than they really are.  

But  

• crash, firemen were able to rescue him when they saw his bald head glistening in the 
water.  

That's some  

• road accidents. He launched a country-wide clampdown on bald tyres in Glasgow 
yesterday. Police start random  

• exempts them from the ageing process - despite having bald heads and pot bellies.  

V A Clifton, Harlow, Essex  

• 000 SOCIAL worker Brenda Howe, 47, was left with a huge bald patch and had to 
wear wigs after a disastrous perm  

• 03 April 1998  

How to keep that thatch GOING bald isn't so bad. You get cheaper haircuts, a bottle 
of  

• I said 'That would be a bit difficult, mate. You weren't bald then'." THOMPSON'S 
playing days at United were confined  

• Not many politicians could stand firm in the face of a bald and belligerent Mo 
Mowlam. Yesterday it was the wind  

• and I can see why girls fall for him. He might be going bald now, but more woman 
then ever find him sexy." With that  



• last week following the defeat by Juventus. They blamed bald ref Pierluigi Collina for 
ending their side's 24-game  

• after being well and truly beaten in the battle of the `Bald Eagles." The Rams 
manager saw his team blown away in a  

• up last year to disguise his receding hairline. Going bald aged just 25 must have been 
the pits for the Williams  

• Command done  
• N:Positive response  
• PREMIER TONY IS MY HAIR-O NO wonder Tony Blair is going bald, he's grooming 

him self as a Dalai Lama style guru of  
• has revealed he turned to drugs when he started to go bald. He says: `The drugs 

smothered the sad feelings I was  
• when their player-boss Attilio Lombardo - the original bald eagle - went even closer 

after the break. Palace, in  
• on the board." H CATT, Whitfield, Kent He told the bald truth; Kiddie talk; Dear Sun; 

Letter  

29 April  

• cuts your hair like that?" We had to smile. My hubby is bald. Mrs SANDRA JONES 
Newtown, Powys Kiddie talk; Dear  

• the club. The old billiard ball is another member of our Bald Boys' Brigade. If it's 
sunny today we'll have to use him  

• match against a team in Inter's colours which included a bald-headed Ronaldo 
lookalike! It worked, didn't it? Since  

• Come on you slapheads; Come on; Send us your bald pictures  

07 May 1998  

Does your fella  

• 07 May 1998  

Does your fella try to cover up his bald spot with a brushover? Send pictures of loved-
ones in  

• Send pictures of loved-ones in their natural state to: Bald Spot, The Sun, 1 Virginia 
Street, London E1 9BD. TV  

• is remarkable mainly for the sight of Demi Moore with a bald bonce. Our not-at-all 
intrepid heroine takes on a bunch  

• his strength. A sumptuous big-budget blockbuster. 1949 Bald's not bad WATER, Ch4, 
9pm: Michael Caine's a little out  

• out like mad. So if you hit financial difficulties you go bald as well! Here's our new 
competition: an awful photo of  

• who plays the Cavern after the Beatles. The drummer is bald and called Richard so 
he is known as Bald Rick."  

• The drummer is bald and called Richard so he is known as Bald Rick." 8046 Scully's 
x-rated file; The  

• to wall up Swifty's walk-in wardrobe and once served the bald-headed agent his 
favourite hat with two poached eggs on  

• Zola, Mr and Mrs Homer Simpson, Miss Gitta Sereny and the bald bloke from Oasis, 
whose name no one can ever remember. A  

• said: `It's what you have to put on your head when you're bald." DEBBIE HOLDEN 
Maidstone, Kent My son hit a tag  

• on two occasions. On one occasion you kissed him on his bald pate." The wife earlier 
told the hearing how Landall  



• are very strong and huge." Worst. Jilly: `His growing bald patch." Caroline: `He has a 
spotty bum - it's very rough  

• way different - transsexual, gay, foreign, fat, skinny, bald - it seems you're classed as 
abnormal, almost alien life  

• 26 May 1998  

Dear Deidre I AM going bald and feel worried sick as I'm only 21. I have contacted  

• in real life the 19th century poet was short, fat and bald, it's just that Sewell - whose 
dark looks, hazel eyes  

• beaming Benton Fraser had got the wrong one for once. His bald and world-weary 
partner Ray Vecchio had been replaced by  

• centre-back Horacio Carbonari last month. But the Bald Eagle has landed Schnoor, 
27, for nothing. He is out of  

• after two trials. Thirty years later a new D.A. (Alec Bald win) puts his job on the line to 
get justice. Out to buy  

• such problem for Bulgaria's '94 hero Yordan Letchkov, the bald one whose diving 
header provided the winner in the last  

 


